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AN EXACT METHOD FOR SOLVING
THE MULTI-PROCESSOR FLOW-SHOP (*)
by Jacques CARLIER (*) and Emmanuel NÉRON (*)

Abstract. - The aim of this paper is to present a new branch and bound method for solving
the Multi-Processor Flow-Shop. This method is based on the relaxation of the initial problem
to m-machine problems corresponding to centers. Release dates and tails are associated with
opérations and machines. The branching scheme consists in ftxing the inputs of a critical center
and the lower bounds are those of the m-machine problem. Several techniques for adjusting release
dates and tails have also been introduced. As shown by our personal study, the overall method
is very efficient.
Keywords: Branch and bound, multi-processor flow-shop, m-machine problems, inputs and
sélection.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the Multi-Processor Flow-Shop, a set I = { J i , J2,..., Jn} of n jobs,
must be sequentially processed on q centers Ki,K2, -^Kq- A job Ji can
only be processed on one machine at a time, it consists of q opérations
01,1,0^2) ••-> ohQ- I n t r i e c e n t e r > ^c> me identical machines are available. An
opération, oitC, has a processing time pijC and has to be processed without
préemption on one machine of Kc.
In a Multi-Processor Flow-Shop, one has to find a set of starting times
ti}C satisfying:
- the precedence constraints: for any job Ji, for c £ [ l , g — 1] : ^ , c + i
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- the resource constraints: for any t e R, | 0ijC such that UyC < t < tljC
~\~Pi,c | < Ï^C) a n d minimizing the makespan: min {max(i2)(? + Pi,q)}The Multi-Processor Flow-Shop is NP-Hard, if there is more than one
machine available in one of the centers, as it has been proved by Gupta
[Gupta, 88], due to the f act that in this case it contains P2||C m a x as a
sub-problem.
The problem is modeled with a graph, G = (X,U). A starting dummy
opération s*, and an ending dummy opération e* are introduced. Each
opération corresponds to a node in X\ each precedence constraint corresponds
to an arc in U. Thus we can compute a release date and a tail for each
opération OÏ)C. If l(hj) dénotes the longest path from h to 1 in the graph
G — (X, [/), the release date of the opération oZ)C is rZ)C = l(s*,OiiC) and
its tail is q^c — /(o»)C)e*) - pitCSeveral branch and bound methods have been proposed for solving the
Multi-Processor Flow-Shop [Brah and Hunsucker, 91] have presented a
branching scheme based on the enumeration of the séquence of jobs and
their assignment to a machine. This method has been improved by [Portmann
et ai, 98; Vignier, 97], has proposed sélection rules, in order to reduce the
search tree [Perregaard, 95], has tested several branching schemes. New
bounds have also been introduced by [Vandevelde, 94].
Our aim is to propose a new branch and bound method based on
m-machine problems. We think it is a good trade-off between the time
consumption and the size of the problems that can be solved. Indeed we
use robust lower bounds which are easy to compute, powerful adjustment
techniques, and an efficient branching scheme based on m-machine problems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the notion
of sélection, and its application to the m-machine problem. Section 3 is
devoted to a gênerai présentation of the branch and bound method, whose
modules are described in detail in Section 4. Finally Section 5 is dedicated
to expérimentation, and Section 6 to the conclusion.
2. THE m-MACHINE PROBLEM
Our branch and bound method is based on the relaxation of the
Multi-Processor Flow-Shop to m-machine problems. Recall that a center
Kc is made of mc parallel machines on which opérations must be processed.
Each opération is defined by a release date, a processing time, and a tail. Thus
it constitutes a mc-machine problem [Carlier, 84]. For each mc-machine
problem we build a "sélection".
Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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2.1 Sélection and schedule of the m-machine problem
In the disjunctive case (m = 1), the resource constraints are modeled by
D, the set of disjunctive constraints. Thus a sélection A, is a set of disjunctive
arcs (z, j ) extracted from D, such that if (i,j) G A, (j) i) ^ A If (i, j) G A,
then i has to be processed bef ore j : tj > U\+Vi- In the gênerai case (m > 1),
a sélection is less restrictive. It allows i and j to be in process at the same
time, but no more than m opérations can be processed simultaneously:
DÉFINITION 1 : A sélection A, for a m-machine problem, is an ordered list of
opérations {ii,Z2, — ^ / t - i , ^ } such that: if i précèdes j in A then {U < tj,
or ti — tj and i < j}. A sélection A, is complete if I is totally ordered.
A sélection can be seen as an order of the starting times of opérations.
Thus if a complete sélection A is given, a schedule can be computed using
the strict algorithm below. This schedule is an earliest one for the sélection
A; it is therefore optimal.

The strict algorithm
t = o
While (not ail opérations are scheduled) Do
Schedule the first unscheduled opération i of the sélection at the smallest date Si not smaller
than i, where it can be scheduled.
Adjust t (t +- Si)
End Do

The following properties have been proved in [Carlier, 84]:
PROPERTY 1: If S is the strict schedule associated with A = {1,2,3,,..,
n — 1, n}, then s\ < S2 < ... < s n . Moreover ifT is any schedule satisfying
h < h < ••• < tn then Vz st < ti, that is S is an earliest schedule.

1: Strict schedules are dominant
In the strict algorithm, one waits for the unscheduled opération having
the greatest priority. To illustrate this définition let us present an example of
6 opérations on two machines. The schedule is built according to the strict
algorithm and the sélection S = {3,6,1,4,2,5}.
Notice that the strict schedules obtained are not necessarily active, as it has
been proved by Sprecher [Sprecher, 94]. One can see on the Gantt chart of
Figure 1, that opération 1 can be shifted, but if opération 1 enters the process
at t = 0, before the opération 6, the order fixed by the sélection is violated.
COROLLARY
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Figure 1. - The Strict Schedule deduced from a m-machine problem and a sélection.

2.2 Input and output of the m-machine problem
The notions of input and output have been introduced for a standard
flowshop by Carlier [Carlier, 84]. In the disjunctive case, a clique of
disjunctions can be defined: {z, j . . . } . Thus a sélection A& is a set
{(â,J)(J,/),-.-.} such that, if (i,j) G A<$, i must be processed before j
(ti < tj). If Ad is complete, Le., all the disjunctions are selected, the first
opération processed is called the input, and the last opération processed is
called the output of the clique of disjunctions.
Here we define them for the m-machine problem. Inputs and outputs exist
in relation to an upper bound UB. An opération is called the input for
the m-machine problem if it is scheduled before all the other opérations
of the set, in some schedule having a makespan smaller than or equal to
UB. Symmetrically, an opération is the output of a set of opérations if it
is completed after all other opérations.
DÉFINITION 2: Let I be a set of n opérations, and UB an upper bound for
the overall project duration.
i G I is a feasible input for I and UB, ifthere exists(2) a schedule of the
m-machine problem S = {ti/i G / } with a makespan lower than or equal to
UB and verifying: Vj G /, j ' ^ i, then ti < tj.
i E I is a feasible output for I and UB, ifthere exists a schedule of the
m-machine problem S — {U/i G / } with a makespan lower than or equal to
UB and verifying: \/j G /, j ^ i, then U + pi > tj + p3.
( 2 ) Lower bounds will be used to détermine if there exists a schedule with a makespan lower
than UB. Indeed our lower bounds which are described below, cannot detect all the impossibilities
for i to be an input of i\
Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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If i\ is a feasible input for / , i% a feasible input for I ~ { i i } , ...,£&, a
feasible input for /— { i i ^ . - . i f c - i } , then A — {ii,^2,.-., ifc—i, ifc} is a partial
sélection for / . If k — n, A is a complete sélection for / . Our branching
rule is based on the enumeration of the feasible successive inputs of each
m-machine problem, in order to obtain complete sélections and thus to be
able to compute the corresponding strict schedules.

3. THE FRAMEWORK OF OUR BRANCH AND BOUND METHOD
In this section, we present the main modules of our method. These modules
will be described in detail in the foliowing sections.
3.1 Initialisation
Some initializations are performed on the Multi-Processor Flow-Shop
before traversing the search tree. The first one is the Computing of release
dates and tails from the graph of predecessors and the processing times
of opérations.
Our method uses an upper bound (UB) of the makespan, to make
some adjustments to the release dates and tails. Thus the method can
détermine if a solution with a makespan smaller than UB exists or not.
A dichotomizing search on the minimal value of UB is performed. Each
step of the dichotomizing search consists of one itération of the branch and
bound method described below. At the beginning, UB is initialised at the
makespan of a list schedule (Earliest Due Date). UB is adjusted, whenever
we find a better solution in traversing the tree, or if we prove that no solution
with a makespan smaller than or equal to UB exists.
Thus the problem we have to solve can be seen as a décision variant of
the Multi-Processor Flow-Shop.
3.2 An âlgorithm for solving the décision variant of the multi-processor
flow-shop
Before detailing the different modules of our branch and bound method, we
introducé them and we explain how they are connected. The âlgorithm below
(see Fig. 2), sums up how the branch and bound method is implemented.
We use the following notation in this âlgorithm:
- N dénotes the current node of the search tree;
vol. 34, n° 1, 2000
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// Preliminaries //
Détermine the most critical center

(See 4.1)

Détermine if the sélection is built according to inputs or outputs

(See 4.1)

If (sélection based on outputs is chosen)
Reverse the problem

{See 4.1)

End If

// Branch and bound for the décision variant //
While (Best_Solution > UB) and (there exists a non-explored node) Do
Choose the node N to be explored
current_center <— the current center of N

// Update best solution and détermine current center //
If (the current_center is completely selected)
If (all centers are selected) and (solution < UB)
END_B&B

// final leaf which is a solution //

End If
If (there exists one unselected center)
current_center <— the most critical unselected center (See 4.1)
Détermine a solution according to N

(See 4.7)

If («^(solution) < UB)
END_B&B
End If
End If
End If

// Bounding rules and local enumerations //
If (lowerJbounds(N) > UB)

{See 4.2)

End_Node
End If
Apply local enumerations (N)

{See 4.5 - 4.6)

// Branching Scheme //
Détermine the list of feasible inputs for current_center

(See 4.3)

For each feasible input e Do
Create

a

node,

in

which

e

is

added

to

the

partial

sélection

of

current_center
Perform Simple adjustments for this new node

(See 4.4)

End Do

Figure 2. - A gênerai algorithm for the branch and bound method.

current-center dénotes the center in which we are building the sélection
at the current node N;
END_Node means that the treatments performed on the current node
have to be stopped. So another node has to be explored. If there is no
other node to be explored, we can conclude that there does not exist any
solution with a makespan smaller than or equal to UB\
Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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- END^B&B means that a solution with a makespan smaller than or equal
to UB has been found. The value of UB can be updated and the next
step of the dichotomizing search on UB can be performed.
4. THE MODULES OF OUR BRANCH AND BOUND METHOD

The method we present in this section détermines whether there exists a
solution for the Multi-Processor Flow-Shop such that its makespan is smaller
than or equal to UB. We now detail its différent modules.
4.1 Preliminaries: Critical center
A lower bound is computed for each mc -machine problem. The m-machine
problem which has the largest lower bound defines the critical center which
will be selected first. Ail treatments (branching scheme, bounding rules, etc.)
basically focus on this m-machine problem.
The branching scheme is based on the enumeration of feasible inputs of
a m-machine problem. But it may be more efficient to branch according
to its outputs. Depending on the critical center, we will define a "way" for
building the sélection. The more the release dates are scattered, the fewer the
number of nodes that have to be created (see Sect. 4.3). For example, if we
consider the first center, all the release dates are equal to 0. So if we choose
to build the sélection according to its inputs, at the root of the search tree,
n inputs are feasible. On the contrary, if we choose to build the sélection
according to its outputs, the number of nodes to be created will be reduced.
A scattering indicator is computed from the release dates and tails of the
critical center, arranged in a non decreasing order such that:
rn > ri2 > ... > rin
p—2,..n

and

qj\ > qj2 > ... > qjn,
p=2...n

If D^r is greater than D%q, we décide to build our search tree on input
sélection of the m-machine problems. Otherwise, the problem is transposed:

Ph3 <-P*,(

Practically, Kj becomes Ktq^j+iy where q is the number of centers. The
main advantage of this transposition is to have only one kind of algorithm
vol 34, n° 1, 2000
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based on "input sélection". Finally, when a solution is built, the same
transposition has to be made.
4.2 Bounding rules
I n t h e f o l l o w i n g s e c t i o n s , J i s a s u b s e t o f / , w i t h \J\
THEOREM 1: G\J)

-

(l/m)

[m

+ . . . + rim

+ Ep;

>m .

+ #i

+ ...

+

is a lower bound of the m-machine problem, where m is the number of
available machines,
f il ? • • * Î ^m eire the m earliest release dates among the opérations of J,
qji,...,

qjm are the m smallest tails among the opérations of J.

Proof: See [Carlier, 84].
We also use max (n + Pi + qi) as a lower bound.
ieJ
The complexity in the worst case for Computing Gf(J) is O(m.n3),
where rij = card(J).
Some lower bounds may improve the G'(J) bound as max[G"( Jf)]9 called
the Sub-Set Bound but the corresponding improvement may not be useful in
comparison with the increase of the computation time; a O[n2) algorithm
was proposed by [Perregaard, 95], and [Vandevelde, 94], for Computing
the Sub-Set Bound. Indeed in our case the subset of opérations, which
realizes the maximum is often J. Another improvement of the bound based
on G'(J) is the Adjusted Sub-Set Bound (ASSB). This bound takes into
account the fact that an opération is either processed alone on a machine, or
its release date and its tail are not both active. Perregaard [Perregaard, 95],
has proposed a O(2 m m 2 ) for Computing ASSB.
Many other bounds have been introduced for the m-machine problem.
Perregaard [Perregaard, 95], has tested a lower bound based on the maximum
flow. This bound is a graph formulation of the preemptive m-machine
problem. But the worst case complexity associated with it is O^n4). The
Jackson Pseudo Preemptive Schedule, proposed by [Carlier and Pinson, 98],
gives also an efficient lower bound for the m-machine problem. It can be
computed in O(m.n logn). [Baptiste et ai, 98] presented feasibility tests,
that could be applied to the m-machine problem. These tests are based on
energetic reasoning, and their cost is O(n 2 ).
Our method is based on the Gf(J) bound, because of its low complexity.
Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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4.2.1. G\J) applied to the previous centers
Figure 3 describes a Multi-Processor Flow-Shop. Next and previous centers
of the current center are represented. I dénotes the set of opérations of the
centers, J the set of unselected opérations ( J Ç ƒ), at the current center.
The predecessors and successors of the unselected opérations of the current
center are drawn in Figure 3.
foHowiog centers

Set of selected opérations

<

•

•>
->
—-^ï
h

w
previous centers

Current center

Figure 3. - G'(J) applied to previous/following centers.

For each previous center, the set of opérations is divided into two subsets.
The set / - J of opérations which are the predecessors of the selected
opérations in the current center, and its complementary part: J. / - J is
the most useful subset, because of the modifications to the tails of the
selected opérations in the current center (see Sect. 4.4.1). These adjustments
are propagated to the previous centers (see SecL 4.4.2). The complexity is
O(mrij), where UJ — \ J |.
4.2.2. Gf{J) applied to the following centers
The lower bound is also computed for the following centers by taking
into account the successors in each center of the unselected opérations of
the current center. The subset J is the most useful one because of the
modifications to the release dates, and their propagation to the next centers
(see Sect. 4.4.2). The complexity is: O(mi.rij), with m/, the number of
machines available in center K\.
If one of the lower bounds computed is greater than UB, any global
sélection is unfeasible. A backtrack in the search tree occurs.
vol. 34, n° 1, 2000
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4.2.3 Cutting rules associated with release dates of machines
A new cutting rule is used in our method, which is based on the machine
release dates. We define for the m machines of the current center, the
availability times of the machines i?i,i£2, ---^m with R\ < R2 < ... < Rm>
It is important to notice that these machine release dates depend on a partial
schedule, which is built according to a partial sélection.
Partial Scheduie
Machine 3
Machine 2
Machine 1

—•
R.
R2
Figure 4. - Example of machine release dates.
THEOREM

R3

UB

2: Let: Gm a c h i n e (J) = ( l / m ) [max(jRi,rji) + m a x ( ^

+ . . . + max (Rm, Tim) + T,tpi + q3l + qj2 + . . • + qjm\
If Rm + q3m < UB and G^ a c h i n e (J) > UB, there does not exist any
schedule with a makespan smaller than or equal to UB.
Recall that:
TU, "",Tim are the m earliest release dates among the opérations of J,
ï?iï '"tQjm are the m smallest tails among the opérations of J.
Proof: Let S be a schedule with a makespan smaller than or equal to UB.
The proof is divided into two steps:
PROPERTY 2: If there exists a machine without any opération to process in
S, there exists a preemptive schedule, S', with a makespan smaller than or
equal to UB, in which all the machines have to process an opération or a
part of an opération.

Proof: Let us suppose that the maximal number of machines used for
scheduling J in 5, is strictly smaller than m:
• if the machine without any opération to process is not the machine m,
let l dénote this machine. Ri vérifies: Ri < Rm, thus the opérations
scheduled on machine m, can be scheduled on machine /, the machine
without any opération to process becomes the machine m (see next case).
• if the machine without any opération to process is the machine m: let
us dénote S = UB — Rm — ç j m , 6 > 0. A part of the opération j m
Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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(with a processing time equal to 6, a release date equal to r j m , and
a tail equal to qjm), which is scheduled on some machine k9 can be
scheduled between t = UB - qjm ™ S and t = t/"S - qjm on machine
m, without modifying the makespan. In this solution S' (deduced from
5, by relaxing the constraint of non-preemption) each machine has an
opération or a part of an opération to process.

Part of Oie opération jm, moved to
ir achînâ m
Machine 3
•

•-•..

Machine 2
Machine 1
•

'•;>\

J

^

n

:

Opération.jffl
Figure 5. - Illustration of Property 2.

PROPERTY

3:IfRm

+ qjm < UB, Gfm3iChine(J) is a lower bound ofUB.

Proof: We will sum the idle times and the processing times of all machines:
if one machine has no opération to process the schedule is transformed, by
using Property 2, into a schedule in which all the machines have an opération
or a part of an opération to process. Thus we assume that all the machines
have an opération or a part of an opération to process:
• m machines are used, so m x UB time units are available to process
the opérations;
• let us séquence the machines in increasing order .&i., &2»••••, &m...of their
starting times, Le., the starting times of the first opération or part of
opération that is processed on this machine;
• clearly the machine k\ is idle from 0 to R\ and also from 0 to ru. So
it is idle from 0 to max(i?i,m);
• machine fo is idle from 0 to max(i22,r»2), — »a n d machine km is idle
from 0 to max(i2 m ,rx m );
• one machine is idle between t = UB-q3\ and t — UB, another machine
is idle between t = UB - qjv and t = UB..,;
• the machines must process a total work equal to the sum of the processing
times of the opérations of J.
vol. 34, n° 1, 2000
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By adding processing times and idle times of all machines we obtain:
[max (Ri.rn) + max (#2,^2) + ... + max(i2 m ,ri m )
+ £p z + qji + ... + qjm] < m x UB.
So

G

machine(J)
=
( l / m ) [max (#1,r z l ) + max (R2,rl2) + . . .
+ max(R m j ri m ) + £p« + # 1 + . . . + <ym is smaller than UB.
The worst case complexity for Computing this lower bound is the same as
for the Gf{J): O(m.n) for the first m minimum release dates, and first m
tails; O(n) for the sum of the processing times. This bound is only applied
to the current center since the machine release dates are only defined for
the current center.
4.3 Branching Scheme based on total sélection
At each node of the search tree a partial sélection, PA, is built on the
current center, and a schedule corresponding to this partial sélection is
computed. A special case occurs when the partial sélection is a complete
one. Then another center is chosen: it is the most critical center among the
unselected centers, Le., the one which realizes the maximum of Gf{J). lts
partial sélection is empty at this moment.
If there exists some unselected opérations in the current center we
détermine a set of possible inputs. Here J is the set of unselected opérations.
First of all, we compute the new time R\ to take into account, the earliest
time a machine becomes available. At this time Ri we détermine a list of
inputs for the current node. If less than m opérations are unselected, we
consider each opération as a feasible input for J. Otherwise (\J\ > m) for
each unselected opération e G J, we compute:
Fe(e) = ( l / m ) x [ m a x ^ i ^ e j T - i )
+ max (Rm,re, r- m ) + T,pi + qj\ + .. - + qjm],
where: R\: the earliest machine release date,
r
i i ' • • • ' r i m : t n e m eariiest release dates among the opérations of

THEOREM 3: If(Rm + qjm < UB), Fe(é) is a lower bound of the makespan
ofany schedule in which e is selected as an input for J.

Proof: If e is an input, no opération can start before the starting time te of
opération e which vérifies te > re. Thus no opération can start on machine
Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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i before t = max(r e , R\). The remainder of the proof is the same as that
previously used to demonstrate Theorem 1 (see Sect. 4.2.3): by summing
the processing/idle time units on all the machines we deduce that Fe(e),
is a lower bound of the makespan of the schedule in which e is selected
as an input for J.
According to Theorem 2, Fe(e) > UB implies that if e is considered as an
input, the corresponding schedule will have a lower bound greater than UB.
Thus only if Fe(e) < UB, e is considered a feasible input for J. For each
opération verifying the previous inequality, a node is created in the search
tree, with a new partial sélection [ P i + {e}]. The complexity, for Computing
Fe(e) is equal to O{m.n3), where nj is the number of unselected opérations.
We use a depth first search strategy: the last node created is the first node
explored. The nodes are arranged in increasing order of the release dates
of their input. Thus the first node explored corresponds to the input which
has the earliest release date.
4.4 Simple adjustments of heads and tails
Adjustments are made to release dates (heads) and tails of the opérations;
local adjustments are made to the opérations, followed by propagation of
these adjustments to the other centers. This part of the method is extremely
important. The efficiency of the lower bounds dépends on the adjustments
made to the release dates and tails. Moreover release dates and tails are also
involved in determining the list of feasible inputs. Thus adjustments have a
large impact on the quality of our branching scheme.
4.4.1 Adjustments to the current center
Immédiate Adjustments deduced from the new input
The branching scheme has imposed a new input e, among the unselected
set of opérations J. An opération is an input if no other opération begins
before it, thus:
Vs € J,
n ^~ max (r z -,r e ),
VA; = 1 , . . . , m,
Rk <- max (Rk,re).
The simplest adjustments to the release dates of the unselected opérations
take into account the new availability time of the machines: an opération
cannot start before a machine becomes available and R\ is the first time a
machine becomes available, thus:
Vz e J,
vol. 34, n° 1, 2000
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Adjustments based on the lower bound UB
An adjustment is made to the tail of the input e. If t e m a x is the latest
starting time of activity e, we have:
temax — UB- (Pe + Qe),
and temax <UB - (l/m) X (2i€j+{e}Pi + Qjl + * • • +
(l/m) x (T,iej+{e}Pi + qji + ... + qjm) is an évaluation of the work that
has to be processed after e starts.
Then qe + pe > ( l / m ) x (£ i e / + { e }Pz + qji + ... + qjm).
We can set qe <— max(<?e, (l/m) x [Y,ieJ+{e}Pi + gyi + qjm] ~ pe).
The complexity of this adjustment is O(m.nj), with rij — \J\,
Another adjustment can be computed from the partial sélection associated
to a node. Let J be the set of the unselected opérations, Gf(J) the lower
bound associated with J, and UB the current upper bound. Let us dénote
8, if it exists, the first integer verifying:
( l / m ) x [ra + S + rl2 + • • • + rim-i + nm
and rim+1 - m > 6 > 0.
6 is the smallest integer that can be added to the release date of z'i, in order
to verify Gf(J) > UB. We can use ru + 5 as the latest starting time of
opération i\. Thus we can deduce:
(otherwise the new value of Gf(J)
will be strictly greater than UB),
*ii +Vi\ < ru +6 + PH,
Ga < ra + 8 + VU (where Ci is the completion time of opération i),

Ui < rn + <S,

As we are interested in schedules having a makespan equal to UB, we
can assume that Cn + q%\ — UB. So we can set: qn <— max.(qn^UB —
(ra + 6 +pu) + 1).
8 exists if the évaluation is close to the upper bound. Thus, this adjustment
is efficient only if the sélection is near to be complete, or if the center is
critical. If 8 exists and if the new qn is greater than the previous one, the
same déduction can be applied to q^. The complexity of these adjustments
is the same as the complexity of the computation of G!{J).
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This kind of adjustment is also available for the release dates. We détermine
8' as previously. Its correct value, and new adjustments to the nj9 can be
computed with the new value of Gf(J) corresponding to the adjusted tails.
We can set TJ\ equal to max(ryi, £/£? — (qji + 8f + pji) + 1).
4.4.2 Propagation of adjustments to other centers
The modification of the release dates of the opérations of the current
center KC9 are propagated to the foliowing centers and the new tails are
propagated to the previous centers.

VA; < c,

qiik

Some modifications to the release dates of opérations of a selected center may
involve modification of the schedule associated with the sélection. Thus, an
earliest schedule is built using the strict algorithm, according to the sélection
and the modified release dates (see Sect. 2.1.1). The makespan of this new
schedule must not be greater than the upper bound (UB). The release dates
of the re-scheduled center are also propagated to its following centers.
The modification of the release dates and tails based on Gf(J) may also be
computed for the opérations of other centers (see Sect. 4.4.1). The adjusted
values are then also propagated.
4.5 Local enumeration on a restricted m-machine problem
We now consider the m-machine problem, deduced from the set of the
unselected opérations of the current center. The method we propose produces
adjustments to release dates and tails by enumerating all the schedules having
a makespan smaller than UB for this restricted m-machine problem:

qi <— max(<#, min

where U(S) is the starting time of the opération i in the schedule S,
qi(S) is the computed tail of the opération i in the schedule 5,
SR is the set of feasible schedules having a makespan smaller than
or equal to UB.
vol. 34, n° 1, 2000
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Set of selected opérations

Sub-set to enumerata^^

N—„.

Current center

Figure 6. - Local enumeration on a m-machine problem.

The branch and bound method used to enumerate all the solutions must be
efficient and simple, otherwise the time spent in exploring the search tree
may be too high in relation to the deduced adjustments. Main modules of
this branch and bound method are:
- branching scheme: at each node of this local enumeration, each
unselected opération is considered as a feasible input if it satisfies
max (£, n ) + P Ï + qi < UB. A sélection is built when all opérations
are selected. A node is created in the local search tree for each feasible
input. The number of nodes created is balanced by the speed of the
treatments applied;
- scheduling rules: input e is scheduled at te — max(£,i2i,r e ), with
R\ the minimal machine release date, and re the release date of the
opération e. t <— te, if necessary;
- adjustments to the release dates: each time a solution is found the
minimum release dates are updated along the starting times of the
opérations, as computed in this solution;
- adjustments to the tails: each time a solution is found, a tail is computed
for each successive input of the solution: qe <— max (qe, (l/m)
|L

X!

Pi + Qji + -" + Qjm] ) + Pe where Y>pi is the sum of the

J/
«€7+{e}
processing times of the opérations selected after e, g^i, . . . , ^ m are the
first m tails among the opérations selected after e;
Thus the minimal tails are updated with the value of the tails computed.
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- lower bound: it is computed at each node in order to reduce the local
search tree.
LB = (1/m) [max (*, Ri) + ... + max (t, Rm)
-h ^pi + Çjl + ...+

Ç/m]

where Ep; is the sum of the processing times of the unscheduled
opérations,
Rk is the release date of the machine k,
qjii—iQjm are the m minimal tails among the set of unscheduled
opérations.
Notice that the list of the m minimal tails can be computed
incrementally at each node of the local search tree, in order to reduce
the computation time;
- the special case of a final leaf (when a solution is built): the adjustments
to release dates and tails are made. A list of the first inputs is also
updated. This list contains the opérations, which are the first inputs in
any one of the solutions that have been built. When all the solutions
having a makespan smaller than or equal to UB are explored, this
list contains all the feasible inputs for the set of unselected opérations.
If an opération is a feasible input for the global m-machine problem
(Fe(e) < UB) but does not belong to this list, the corresponding node
in the global search tree will not be created.
This local enumeration can also be done to enumerate the feasible sélections
based on outputs for the m-machine problem. The adjustments are:
n <- max(n, min (ri(S'))), qi <- max(#, min. (U(S) -pi)).
The local enumeration is based on the enumeration of the latest schedules
having a makespan smaller than or equal to UB. These enumerations on
restricted m-machine problems are performed at each node of the global tree,
under some conditions on the three following parameters:
- the number of opérations to enumerate, which is equal to the size of
the restricted m-machine problem. If there are fewer opérations to
enumerate than the number of machines in the center, no adjustments
will be made. But of course, the method would be more efficient if
we considered a larger problem but it would used more computational
time. Tests performed indicate that 5 or 6 opérations is the optimal
size of restricted m-machine problems required to obtain efficient
enumerations;
- the distance to the optimum to launch this method: far from the optimum
(UB ^> LB), déductions performed are rare; every partial sélection
vol. 34, n° 1, 2000
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Figure 7. - Local enumeration on a restricted multi-processor flow-shop.

enumerated will be feasible. Thus the enumeration on a restricted mmachine problem is performed under the previous condition, and if
(UB - LB)/LB < £>caü- Experiments indicate 5% to be the best
average distance providing a good trade-off between the time spent in
this procedure and the adjustments deduced;
- the way we use both enumeration methods based on inputs and outputs.
It seems that they are complementary, and the method is more efficient
if both are used.
On some examples there exist better parameters, but these values give the
best average results based on our benchmarks (see 5).
4.6 Local enumeration on a restricted multi-processor flow-shop
This local enumeration is applied during the construction of the sélection
of the most critical center, which is the first center selected. Since more
than m opérations are selected, a sub-problem can be isolated. This subproblem is also a Multi-Processor Flow-Shop problem, the centers are the
previous centers of the critical center, and the opérations in each center are
the ascendants of the selected opérations in the critical center. This restricted
Multi-Processor Flow-Shop is strongly constrained because of the sélection
in the critical center; according to this sélection tails have been computed
for selected opérations, which have been propagated to the previous centers
(see Sect. 4.4.2).
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We propose a branch and bound method to solve this restricted MultiProcessor Flow-Shop:
- schedules are built chronologically: an opération e is eligible, if its
predecessor, is scheduled and if it satisfies re + pe + qe < UB. This
opération is scheduled at te = max(r e ,i2i,t) (Ri is the first time a
machine is available). Then t is increased to te.
Inputs of the critical center are scheduled according to the sélection
already computed for this center; an opération of the critical center
can be scheduled only if all the opérations before it in the sélection
have already been scheduled. A node is created for each opération that
can be scheduled.
Each time a final leaf is reached the list of the minimal release dates
is updated with the value of the starting times of the opérations;
- adjustments on release dates: if e is scheduled at time t e , no other
opération can start before t e . Then the release dates of the unscheduled
opérations are adjusted to te. These adjustments are propagated to the
next centers. If the release date of an opération of the critical center
is modified, a schedule is computed in the critical center according to
the sélection and the adjusted release date. A backtrack occurs if the
makespan is greater than UB;
- adjustments to tails: as it is reported in Section 4.5, adjustments of
tails are computed when a final leaf of the local search tree is reached:
qe <- max (qe, (l/m) x | £ pi + qji + . - • + qjm] - Pe). Then the
v

l

ieJie

J

J

minimum tails are updated with the values of the tails computed;
- the left-shift rule: if an opération e, scheduled at time t e , can be
left shifted without violating either the precedence constraints (its
predecessor p has started before te - pp), or the resource constraints
(Ri < t e ), then the corresponding schedule will be dominated, as it has
been proved by Demeulemeester and Herroelen [Demeulemeester, 92];
- lower bound: each node corresponds with an opération e, which is
the latest opération scheduled. The lower bound is computed on the
center to which e belongs. This lower bound is computed on the set
of unselected opérations of this center. It is important to note that the
whole center is considered (not only the opérations of the center of the
restricted problem). The release dates and tails of the opérations which
belong to the restricted problem are those which have been determined
at the node of the local tree. Due to the number of machines available
vol. 34, n° 1, 2000
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in the initial problem, the resource constraints will be loose if only the
opérations of the restricted problem are considered.
If we use the same notation as in Section 4.5, the adjustments made to the
release dates and tails are:
fa, min (U(S))),

qi <— max(g^ min (

The present method involves explicit enumeration of the solutions for
the restricted problem. But this explicit enumeration may cost a lot of
computational time." The method we use is based on a truncated exploration
of the search tree: the restricted problem is not solved explicitly, but we
stop the traversing of the search tree since a given number of opérations
are scheduled. We consider that a final leaf in the tree is reached since
N&operation opérations are scheduled, where NbopeTditïon is a fixed number.
Experiments have been performed with several parameters. Efficient use
of this method requires considération of the same 3 parameters as those used
in the previous section (see Sect. 3.5):
- the number of opérations to enumerate: 10 opérations;
- the size of the restricted flowshop: 4 jobs;
- the distance to the optimum to launch this method: 5%.
These three parameters may improve the efficiency of the method by
decreasing the time search. The values above are the ones which give
the best results based on our benchmarks. Of course these values are a
trade-off between the time spent per node and the number of nodes explored.
4.7 Construction of a schedule during the exploration
Solutions are generated during exploration of the search tree. Schedules
are built each time a sélection is completed in a center, before the choice of
the next current center. If the newly built schedule has a makespan smaller
than or equal to UB, a solution is found. The algorithm used to build it is
the strict algorithm based either on the sélection, if the center is completely
selected, or on the maximum tail priority rule.
Partial solution algorithm:
c = 1
While (c < q) do
If (center c is selected)
L — sélection of the center c
Else
L

=

(ïi,ï2,---)ïn)

w i t h qn

>

q{2

>

••• >

qin
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End If
Build the strict schedule according to L
For each opération Oi)C Do
Propagate the starting time of o îjC to the next center:
r«,c+i = ritC + Pz,c
End Do
c = c+ 1
End Do

This mechanism is useful because of the dichotomizing search: some
itérations correspond to an upper bound far from the optimum, in which case
a solution can be found quickly, even if all centers are not selected.
5. EXPERIMENTATION

The branch and bound method has been tested on some benchmarks. Our
method is efficient on many kinds of problems in vol ving 10 or 15 jobs and
5 or 10 centers. For a given number of jobs and a given number of centers
there exist several machine configurations. A machine configuration is a list
of digits representing the number of machines available in each center. An
example of a test is (10 x 5 [33331]) where there are 10 jobs, 5 centers
and 3 machines available in each center, except in the last center where
only one machine is available.
The computer used is a SPARC ENTERPRISE 40000 (SOLARIS). The
method was coded in C language.
If no solution has been found after 1300 seconds, the search is stopped.
Each set consists of 6 instances with the same number of jobs, the same
number of centers and the same machine configuration. For all the problems
that we have generated, processing times were randomly chosen.
The number of opérations in each center is one of the main parameters;
with the same number of opérations, the problem which has fewer jobs and
more centers will be easier to solve. For example a 10 center and 5 job
problem will be easier than a 10 job and 5 center problem.
Since the centers are equilibrated (no center is a bottleneck center), the
problems become harder even if there are only 10 jobs and 5 centers.
For smaller problems, computational results are not reported, however the
method finds the optimal solution even if there is the same number of
available machines in all centers.
Tables 1 and 2 present a comparison with the results obtained by [Vignier,
97] on benchmarks proposed by [Portmann et al, 98]. This comparison
is interesting because of the différence in the branching scheme used. The
vol. 34, n° 1, 2000
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method proposed by Vignier is an extension of the branch and bound method
proposed by [Brah and Hunsucker, 91]. The branching scheme used is based
on the construction of active schedules. Machines are taken into account
independently.
It is important to notice that Vignier's results were obtained on a
PC486DX33. It is difficult to compare the computation time search because
of the différence between the two computers used, but the low number
of nodes generated by our method in solving these instances, provides
information about its efficiency. It therefore seems that our method is more
efficient, on this kind of instances.
TABLE l

Comparison with Vignier's method [configuration 13323].
Carlier and Néron

Vignier et al.
Configuration: 13323

% Solve

% Solve

Av. Nodes

Av. Time

5 Jobs 5 centers

100%

100%

32

0.01 s

10 Jobs 5 centers

33%

100%

4649

15.56 s

15 Jobs 5 centers

33%

100%

110

0.15 s

TABLE 2

Comparison with Vignier's method [configuration 33231].
Carlier and Néron

Vignier et al.
Configuration: 33231

% Solve

% Solve

Av. Nodes

Av. Time

5 Jobs 5 centers

0%

100%

30

0.01 s

10 Jobs 5 centers

0%

100%

11

0.01 s

15 Jobs 5 centers

0%

83%

23

0.05 s

These tests do not prove the total efficiency of the method:
• most of the problems are very easy to solve (less than 0.1 s to get the
optimum);
• those which are not solved immediately seem to be extremely difficult.
So tests have to be performed on randomly generated problems:
• average time search, computed on each set of problems is reported. It
takes into account only the time search for the problems solved optimally.
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For example in Table 4 (line 2), the average time increases if the local
enumeration methods are used, but the method is more efficient because
of the larger number of problems solved optimally;
• if the problem is not solved optimally, the distance to the optimum gives
information on the efficiency of the method. The column "distance"
indicates, for the unresolved problems an estimation of the distance to
the optimum: (UB^ — LB^/LB^,
where LB^ and UB^ are the best
upper bound and the best lower bound determined by the dichotomizing
search;
• this information is reported for a branch and bound method without local
enumeration (basic method) and for a branch and bound method which
uses the local enumeration methods with the parameters described in
Sections 4.5 and 4.6.
Tables 3 and 4 show that for this kind of "not too large problems" the
method is very efficient, since there is a bottleneck center (less than Is to
solve them optimally). Additionally the local enumeration methods are useful
in reducing the computation time even if the number of problems which are
optimally solved stays equal for the 15 jobs and 5 centers instances.
TABLE 3

10 job and 5 center problems with a bottleneck center.
[Jobs-Centers]

Basic Method

[10-5]

% Solved

33133

100%

Av. Time
0.3 s
2.07 s

Local Enumerations
Distance

% Solved

-

100%

-

100%

Av. Time

Distance

0.14 s

-

13333

100%

33233

86%

332.1 s

5.4%

100%

232.3 s

1.05 s
-

33333

33%

266.1 s

10.1%

50%

731.2 s

7.2%

TABLE 4

15 job and 5 center problems with a bottleneck center.
Basic Methodl

[Jobs-Centers]
[15-5]

% Solved

33133

100%

13333

100%

0.7 s

33233

17%

468.3 s
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Av. Time
0.1 s

Local Enumerations
Distance

% Solved

-

100%

-

100%

0.2 s

17%

260.2 s

7.5%

Av. Time
0.2 s

Distance
7.5%
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TABLE 5

10 job and 10 center problems.
Local Enumerations

Basic Method

[Jobs-Centers]
[15-10]

% Solved

Av. Time

Distance

% Solved

Av. Time

Distance

3333133333

100%

•0.4 s

-

100%

1.3 s

-

1333333333

100%

0,7 s

-

100%

0.5 s

-

3333233333

0%

-

11.4%

-

10.4%

0%

TABLE 6

15 job and 10 center problems.
Basic Method

[Jobs-Centers]

Local Enumerations
Av. Time

[10-10]

% Solved

Av. Time

Distance

% Solved

Distance

3333133333

86%

1.0 s

1.0%

83%

0.8 s

1.0%

1333333333

66%

0.1 s

3.2%

83%

9.6

3.4%

On larger problems it becomes hard to reach the optimum, even if some
10 job and 10 center instances which have a bottleneck center are optimally
solved.
6. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new method to solve exactly the Multi-Processor
Flow-Shop. This method uses some properties of the m-machine problem.
The branching scheme generalizes the notion of sélection to the cumulative
case. Its main advantage is the production of adjustments to heads and tails
of opérations of the current center, or of opérations of the other centers.
We have reported our first computational results, which indicate the method
seems efficient. For instance we can solve larger problems if a dominant
center exists. Expérimentation has also been done to prove the efficiency of
the method on equilibrated problems, which are extremely difficult to solve.
Many improvements could be made, especially in regard to the lower
bounds. At present we are working on improving the method to obtain
more efficient lower bounds and adjustments, by using the works of Baptiste
et al. [Baptiste, 98], and Carlier and Pinson [Carlier and Pinson, 98] on the
m-machine problems.
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